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Assessments that function close to classroom teaching and learning can play a powerful role in fostering academic achievement. Unfortunately, however, relatively little attention has been given to discussion of the design and validation of such assessments. The present article presents a framework for conceptualizing and organizing the multiple components of validity applicable to assessments intended for use in the classroom to support ongoing processes of teaching and learning. The conceptual framework builds on existing validity concepts and focuses attention on three components: cognitive validity, instructional validity, and inferential validity. The goal in presenting the framework is to clarify the concept of validity, including key components of the interpretive argument, while considering the types and forms of evidence needed to construct a validity argument for classroom assessments. The framework’s utility is illustrated by presenting an application to the analysis of the validity of assessments embedded within an elementary mathematics curriculum.

Over the last 15 years, numerous developments in the fields of cognitive psychology, educational psychology, the learning sciences, and educational measurement have begun to reshape the field of educational assessment. Among these is the realization that assessment is fundamentally a process of reasoning from evidence that needs to be guided by theories, models, and data on the nature of knowledge representations and the development of competence and expertise in typical domains of classroom instruction (e.g., Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001). Other key understandings of assessment and its design and validation include the multiple purposes assessment may serve in the educational system, including formative, summative, and evaluative functions, and that the design of any assessment must be optimized for its intended purpose and interpretive use (e.g., Black & Wiliam, 1998; Gordon Commission on the Future of Assessment in Education, 2013a, 2013b; Mislevy & Haertel, 2006; Pellegrino et al., 2001; Wiliam, 2012). Coinciding with these developments is contemporary thought that the validity of a given assessment should be construed as an argument consisting of claims related to an assessment’s intended interpretive use and the forms of evidence that provide the warrants in support of those claims (e.g., Kane, 2006; 2013). One example would be the claim that a computer-based assessment can be used for diagnosis of a students’ conceptual understanding of linear functions for instructional planning. Part of the evidence for this claim would be reliable differentiation of student performance in terms of instructionally meaningful patterns of correct and incorrect answers, where these patterns are interpretable as indicators of what students understand and misunderstand about important properties of functions. Another example would be the claim that a standardized reading assessment can be used to measure students’ proficiency in comprehending expository text for purposes of predicting college readiness in English language arts. Part of the evidence would be the magnitude of the correlation...
between the test scores and freshman grade point average in English Language Arts or other courses.

Much of the literature on assessment validity has concentrated on assessments designed for large-scale and often high-stakes uses in the educational system, many of which are associated with various policies related to accountability. The reading comprehension example just mentioned is illustrative of such cases. Many such assessments have limited conceptual bases with respect to contemporary cognitive models and theories about the nature of knowledge and the acquisition of competence, although that is changing slowly (e.g., Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, 2014; Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium, 2014). In addition, increasing attention is being paid to the need for systems of assessments, with an emphasis on the design and use of assessments intended to function much closer to the processes of teaching and learning (e.g., National Research Council [NRC], 2003; Pellegrino et al., 2001; Pellegrino, Wilson, Koenig, & Beatty, 2014; Wilson & Bertenthal, 2006). Thus, there is a need for careful consideration regarding the design and validation of assessments intended for classroom use for both formative and summative purposes. Many such assessments are tied more closely to detailed analyses of the instructional domain (e.g., reading, mathematics, science, history) and theories, models and data regarding student knowledge representations, and how those change over time as a consequence of instruction. Examples include work on learning progressions and learning trajectories in areas such as mathematics and science (e.g., Alonzo & Gotwals, 2012; Corcoran, Mosher, & Rogat, 2009; Daro, Mosher, Corcoran, & Barrett, 2011).

Despite the significant increase in efforts to frame the focus of discussions of assessment in terms of domain-based theories and models of cognition and learning, and an increasing attention to the use of assessment in the classroom to support various teaching and learning functions, there has been a paucity of discussion about the meaning of validity for assessments intended to function close to instruction. Such a discussion should include consideration of the contributions of cognitive and psychometric theories and methods in the design of contemporary assessments and in the collection of data that contribute to the process of validation. As framed in the language of Kane (2006, 2013) and others, this involves constructing the interpretive argument and marshaling evidence in support of that argument. The present article provides just such a discussion of validity by presenting a framework for conceptualizing the multiple components of validity applicable to assessments intended to function at the classroom level to support ongoing processes of teaching and learning. Our goal is to clarify the concept of validity, including key components of the interpretive argument together with the types and forms of evidence needed to construct a validity argument for such assessments. We also illustrate the value of this framework by presenting an application to the analysis of assessments embedded within an elementary mathematics curriculum.

In the first section we discuss assessment validity in terms of the logic of argument and evidence. We propose a framework that identifies salient components of validity for instructional settings in which assessments can be used to provide direct benefits to both instructors and students. Our framework builds on existing validity ideas and encompasses three components: cognitive validity, instructional validity, and inferential validity. Evidence for each component can come in multiple forms, and it is associated with aspects of the design of an assessment, characteristics of the tasks and performances that make up the assessment, and aspects of expected and actual student performance on those tasks.

In the second section we consider fundamental principles for the conceptualization and design of assessments. Such principles are especially relevant and applicable to constructing validity arguments for assessments intended to function close to the processes of teaching and learning. We begin by discussing the logic of assessment in terms of the assessment triangle. The latter conceptualizes assessment as a process of evidentiary reasoning involving the three critical and interconnected elements of cognition, observation, and interpretation (Pellegrino et al., 2001). We then consider the role of theories and data about student cognition and learning in guiding and constraining assessment development. Because assessment development, as guided by theory and data, is dependent on translation through processes of design, we then discuss principled assessment design practices. Two such approaches are evidence-centered design (ECD) (Mislevy & Riconscente, 2006), and the construct-modeling approach (Wilson, 2003; Wilson & Dreyer, 2004; Wilson & Sloane, 2000). Both approaches involve identifying the claims to be made about student knowledge and how those claims are connected to the specification and collection of multiple forms of evidence that would lend support to the claims.

Although assessment design processes are key elements in arguments and evidence about validity, different forms of empirical evidence are also needed to determine how well an assessment actually performs relative to claims about what the assessment was designed to do. In the third section we consider multiple forms of evidence that are relevant to support claims about any given assessment’s validity. The sources of evidence are related to each of the three components of validity discussed in the first section. In the fourth section we illustrate application of the conceptual and evidence framework to a set of assessments embedded within a well-known and commonly used elementary grades mathematics curriculum Everyday Mathematics K-6 (EDM) (Bell & Bell, 2007). The article concludes with a consideration of additional issues regarding application...
ARGUMENTATION, EVIDENCE, AND MULTIPLE COMPONENTS OF VALIDITY

The joint American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education (AERA/APA/NCME; 1999/2014) frame validity largely in terms of “the concept or characteristic that a test is designed to measure” (p. 5). In Messick’s construct centered view of validity, the theoretical construct the test score is purported to represent is the foundation for interpreting the validity of any given assessment (Messick, 1994). For Messick (1989), validity is “an integrated evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences and actions based on test scores” (p. 13). Important work has been done to refine and advance views of validity in educational measurement (see, e.g., Haertel & Lorie, 2004; Kane, 1992, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2013; Mislevy, 1996; Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003). Contemporary perspectives call for an interpretive validity argument, an argument that “specifies the proposed interpretations and uses of test results by laying out the network of inferences and assumptions leading from the observed performances to the conclusions and decisions based on the performances” (Kane, 2006, p. 23).

Kane (2006) and others (Haertel & Lorie, 2004; Mislevy et al., 2003), distinguish between (a) the interpretive argument, that is, the propositions that underpin test score interpretation, and (b) the evidence and arguments that provide the necessary warrants for the propositions or claims of the interpretive argument. In essence this view identifies as the two essential components of a validity argument the claims being made about the focus of an assessment and how the results can be used (interpretive argument), together with the evidence and arguments in support of those claims. Returning to the example used earlier about linear functions, the claim would be that a given computer-based assessment, given the content and structure of its tasks, can be used for diagnosis of students’ conceptual understanding of linear functions for instructional planning. Part of the evidence for this claim would be reliable identification of patterns of correct and incorrect answers that are interpretable as indicators of student understanding and misunderstanding of important properties of linear functions.

Mislevy et al. (2003) asserted that validity evidence can be represented formally in terms of a structured argument, an approach initially introduced and outlined in the context of legal reasoning by Toulmin (2003). In Toulmin’s view, a good argument is one that provides strong evidentiary support for a claim that, in turn, permits it to withstand criticism. Toulmin’s practical approach begins by explicating the various “claims of interest” and then provides justification for those claims by identifying the evidence (data and/or expert opinion) to support those claims. The approach also calls for supplying a “warrant” that interprets the data and explicates how the data support the claims of interest. Toulmin’s work, historically, focused on the formal role of argumentation and was used to evaluate the rational basis of arguments presented typically in the courtroom. Appropriating this approach, contemporary educational measurement theorists have framed test validity as a reasoned argument backed by evidence (e.g., Kane, 2006). An argument and evidence framing of validity supports investigations for a broad scope of assessment designs and purposes, including many that go beyond typical large-scale tests of academic achievement or aptitude. An example of such a novel application is the framework presented here for assessments intended for classroom use.

For classroom assessment contexts and purposes, we propose a specific validity framework that takes into account the various forms of validity that have typically been discussed for large-scale, standardized tests (e.g., AERA, APA, NCME, 1999/2014; Messick, 1989). The three forms of validity discussed next build on current thinking that an assessment is not valid or invalid per se (i.e., validity is not a property of the instrument per se), but rather that validity has to be judged relative to the intended interpretive use of the results. Furthermore, for a given intended interpretive use, multiple aspects of validity can be evaluated, each of which deserves attention in its own right. These multiple aspects include what has traditionally been termed content validity (the extent to which an assessment represents critical aspects of the domain being assessed), criterion validity (how well assessment scores correlate with external criterion measures of interest), construct validity (determining what really is being assessed and how well that corresponds to what was intended to be assessed), and consequential validity (the use of assessments and their positive and negative consequences for teaching and learning).

Our approach to conceptualizing the validity of instructionally relevant assessments is not at variance with current discussions of validity such as those reflected in the standards for educational and psychological testing (AERA/APA/NCME, 1999/2014). Rather, we argue that our framework builds on and reflects multiple and complementary
facets of validity as articulated in those standards, but it organizes and focuses them for the intended interpretive uses of classroom assessments. In particular, we are focused on those aspects of knowledge and skill that are the targets of assessment within instructional settings and the quality and value of the information about those constructs relative to support of ongoing classroom teaching and learning. Our three components of validity, their rationales, and what they are designed to address are as follows:

1. **Cognitive.** This component addresses the extent to which an assessment taps important forms of domain knowledge and skill in ways that are not confounded with other aspects of cognition such as language or working memory load (the construct). Cognitive validity should be based on what is known about the nature of student cognition and understanding in areas of the curriculum such as literacy, mathematics, and science and how it develops over time with instruction to determine what knowledge and skills students are supposed to use and those that they actually do use when interacting with the assessment (e.g., Bransford, Brown, Cocking, Donovan, & Pellegrino, 2000; Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Kilpatrick et al., 2001).

2. **Instructional.** This component addresses the extent to which an assessment is aligned with curriculum and instruction, including students’ opportunities to learn, as well as how it supports teaching practice by providing valuable and timely instruction-related information. Instructional validity should be based on evidence about the alignment of the assessment with the knowledge and skills of interest as defined by standards and curricula as well as the practicality and usefulness of the instrument and the assessment outcome information for teachers and students as a guide to instruction and learning (e.g., Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & Wiliam, 2004; Heritage, 2010; Kingston & Nash, 2011; Wiliam, 2007).

3. **Inferential.** This component is concerned with the extent to which an assessment reliably and accurately yields model-based information about student performance, especially for diagnostic purposes. As such, it is very closely connected with claims associated with the cognitive and instructional validity of an assessment. Inferential validity should be based on evidence derived from various analytic methods, including multivariate measurement and statistical inference (e.g., DiBello, Roussos, & Stout, 2007; van der Linden & Hambleton, 1997), to determine whether task performance reliably aligns with one or more underlying conceptual measurement models that are appropriate to the intended interpretive use.

These three components of validity are identified as most salient for assessments intended for use in the classroom close to instruction and represent a repurposing of the standard validity components. For instance, cognitive validity includes elements of Messick’s construct validity, instructional validity incorporates traditional content and consequential validity, and inferential validity is related to criterion validity. By contrast with the earlier collection of components, the coordinated framework discussed here provides a coherent basis for the collection, organization, and interpretation of validity evidence for the class of assessments intended to support classroom teaching and learning. This validity framework constitutes an example of an integrated argument and evidence framework for this class of assessments.

The three components, individually and collectively, are critical for evaluating the validity of assessments that are intended to support learning and instruction. For example, an assessment may adequately reflect key aspects of a cognitive construct such as the knowledge and skill associated with performing mathematical operations on fractions but be structured in such a way that it provides little in the way of reliable diagnostic information that informs a teacher as to the particular facets of knowledge that her students have mastered versus those that are problematic. In other words, it might have considerable cognitive validity but have very limited instructional and/or inferential validity. Thus, in evaluating the validity of assessments intended to function at the classroom level for formative or summative purposes, one needs to collect evidence to support each of the three components of validity. Such evidence can come from multiple sources that are complementary and convergent (see the Multiple Forms of Evidence section for a more extensive discussion of multiple forms of evidence).

The compilation of evidence and construction of a validity argument for a given assessment should be an ongoing activity that begins during assessment design and continues through various iterations from pilot testing of the assessment materials and procedures to subsequent operational versions that might be used on various scales of implementation—classroom, school, district, state, and/or national. Thus, the three components in our proposed framework can serve as a guide to determining the validity of an assessment both prospectively, that is, during its conceptualization and design, and retrospectively, that is, for purposes of evaluation of the relative strengths and weaknesses of any given assessment that is being used by educators proximal to the processes of teaching and learning.

**ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT KNOWLEDGE: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DESIGN**

The validity of an assessment very much depends on the conceptual frameworks and processes that have been used
to guide development of the assessment given its intended use. As argued in this section, these frameworks and processes constitute a key part of the argument and evidence about an assessment’s cognitive, instructional, and inferential validity.

Assessment as a Process of Evidentiary Reasoning: The Assessment Triangle

Educators assess students to learn about what they know and can do, but assessments do not offer a direct pipeline into a student’s mind. Assessing educational outcomes is not as straightforward as measuring height or weight; the attributes to be measured are mental representations and processes that are not outwardly visible. Thus, an assessment is a tool designed to observe students’ behavior and produce data that can be used to draw reasonable inferences about what students know. Deciding what to assess and how to do so is not as simple as it might appear.

The process of collecting evidence to support inferences about what students know represents a chain of reasoning into a student’s mind. Assessing educational outcomes is not as straightforward as measuring height or weight; the attributes to be measured are mental representations and processes that are not outwardly visible. Thus, an assessment is a tool designed to observe students’ behavior and produce data that can be used to draw reasonable inferences about what students know. Deciding what to assess and how to do so is not as simple as it might appear.

The process of collecting evidence to support inferences about what students know represents a chain of reasoning about student learning from evidence that characterizes all assessments, from classroom quizzes and standardized achievement tests, to computerized tutoring programs, to the conversation a student has with her teacher as they work through a math problem or discuss the meaning of a text. In the 2001 report Knowing What Students Know: The Science and Design of Educational Assessment, issued by the NRC, the process of reasoning from evidence was portrayed as a triad of three interconnected elements: the assessment triangle (Pellegrino et al., 2001). The vertices of the assessment triangle (see Figure 1) represent the three key elements underlying any assessment: a model of student cognition and learning in the domain of the assessment, a set of assumptions and principles about the kinds of observations that will provide evidence of students’ competencies relative to the cognitive model, and an interpretation process for making sense of the evidence in light of the assessment purpose and student understanding. These three elements may be explicit or implicit, but an assessment cannot be designed and implemented, or evaluated, without consideration of each. The three are represented as vertices of a triangle because each is connected to and dependent on the other two. A major tenet of the Knowing What Students Know report is that for an assessment to be effective and valid, the three elements must be in synchrony. The assessment triangle provides a useful framework for analyzing the underpinnings of current assessments to determine how well they accomplish the goals we have in mind, as well as for designing future assessments and establishing their validity (e.g., see Marion & Pellegrino, 2006).

The cognition corner of the triangle refers to theory, models, data, and a set of assumptions about how students represent knowledge and develop competence in a subject matter domain (e.g., fractions; Newton’s laws; thermodynamics). In any particular assessment application, a theory of learning in the domain is needed to identify the set of knowledge and skills that is important to measure for the intended context of use, whether that be to characterize the competencies students have acquired at some point in time to make a summative judgment or to make formative judgments to guide subsequent instruction so as to optimize future learning. A central premise is that the cognitive theory should represent the most scientifically credible understanding of typical ways in which learners represent knowledge and develop expertise in the domain being assessed. The theoretical propositions must be expressed at a grain size or level of detail appropriate to the assessment’s intended use. Thus, this aspect of the assessment triangle forms the foundation for arguments related to an assessment’s cognitive validity as well as other aspects of validity that logically follow from it. For an instructional target such as knowledge of fractions, the cognitive model could include the conceptual and procedural knowledge that would allow a student to express the magnitude of a fraction as a real number via mapping the value onto a number line or compare the magnitude of two fractions, determine which was larger, and express their values as real numbers.

Every assessment is also based on a set of assumptions and principles about the kinds of tasks or situations that will prompt students to say, do, or create something that demonstrates important knowledge and skills reflected in the cognitive model. The tasks to which students are asked to respond on an assessment are not arbitrary. They must be carefully designed to provide evidence that is linked to the cognitive model of learning and to support the kinds of inferences and decisions that will be made on the basis of the assessment results. In the example just given about fractions, the tasks must be designed to reveal the desired forms of knowledge and understanding. Thus, they are linked to arguments about cognitive validity as well as instructional and inferential validity. They must be appropriate given the context of instruction and students’ prior opportunity to

FIGURE 1. The Assessment Triangle.
learn, and they must provide evidence that can be reliably interpreted relative to the underlying cognitive constructs.

The observation vertex of the assessment triangle represents a description or set of specifications for assessment tasks that will elicit illuminating responses from students for the assessment’s purpose. In assessment, one has the opportunity to structure some small corner of the world to make observations. The assessment designer can use this capability to maximize the value of the data collected, as seen through the lens of the underlying assumptions about how students learn in the domain, what is important for them to know and be able to do, and what students would be expected to know given their instructional history and opportunity to learn.

Finally, every assessment embodies certain assumptions and models for interpreting the evidence collected from observations. The interpretation vertex of the triangle encompasses all the methods and tools used to reason from fallible observations. It expresses how the observations derived from a set of assessment tasks constitute evidence about the knowledge and skills being assessed. As such it characterizes the inferential validity of the assessment in terms of how the observations are to be used in providing information relative to the cognitive model and with respect to any possible instructional implications.

In the context of large-scale assessment, the interpretation method is usually a statistical model, which is a characterization or summarization of patterns one would expect to see in the data given varying levels of student competency. In the context of classroom assessment, the interpretation is often made less formally by the teacher and is usually based on an intuitive or qualitative model rather than a formal statistical one. Even informally, teachers make coordinated judgments about what aspects of students’ understanding and learning are relevant, how a student has performed on one or more tasks, and what the performances mean about the student’s knowledge and understanding. Their ability to make such a judgment is tied to the quality and interpretability of the information available from the assessments they are using.

A crucial point is that each of the three elements of the assessment triangle not only must make sense on its own but also must connect to each of the other two elements in a meaningful way to lead to an effective assessment and sound inferences. Collectively, the cognition, observation, and interpretation elements establish key aspects of the argument about an assessment’s cognitive, instructional, and inferential validity. Thus, to have a valid and effective assessment, all three vertices of the triangle must work together in synchrony. Central to this entire process are theories and data on how students learn and what students know as they develop competence for important aspects of the curriculum.

The Role of Models of Domain-Specific Learning: Learning Progressions

As just argued, the targets of inference for any given assessment, that is, “what knowledge and skills are being reasoned about,” should be largely determined by models of cognition and learning that describe how people represent knowledge and develop competence in the domain of interest (the cognition element of the assessment triangle) and the important elements of such competence, such as how knowledge is organized and how it can be made manifest. Starting with a model of learning is one of the main features that distinguishes an evidence-based approach to assessment design from more traditional approaches based on curriculum frameworks or content standards. The learning model suggests the most important aspects of student achievement about which one would want to draw inferences and provides clues about the types of assessment tasks that will elicit evidence to support those inferences (see also Pellegrino, Baxter, & Glaser, 1999; Pellegrino et al., 2001).

Consistent with these ideas, there has been growing interest in the topic of learning progressions (see e.g., Duschl et al., 2007; NRC, 2012; Wilson & Bertenthal, 2006). A variety of definitions of learning progressions (also called learning trajectories) now exist in the literature, with substantial differences in focus and intent (see, e.g., Alonzo & Gotwals, 2012; Corcoran et al., 2009; Daro et al., 2011; Duncan & Hmelo-Silver, 2009). Learning progressions are empirically grounded and testable hypotheses about how students’ understanding of and ability to use core concepts and explanations and related disciplinary practices grow and become more sophisticated over time, with appropriate instruction (Duschl et al., 2007). These hypotheses describe the pathways that students are likely to follow as they master core concepts. The hypothesized learning trajectories are tested empirically to ensure their construct validity (Does the hypothesized sequence describe a path most students actually experience given appropriate instruction?) and ultimately to assess their consequential validity (Does instruction based on the learning progression produce better results for most students?). The reliance on empirical evidence differentiates learning trajectories from traditional topical scope and sequence specifications, typically based only on logical analysis of disciplinary knowledge and on personal experiences or preferences in teaching.

Any hypothesized learning progression has implications for assessment, because effective assessments should be aligned with an empirically grounded cognitive model. A model of a learning progression should contain at least the following elements:

1. Target performances or learning goals: The end points of a learning progression as defined by societal
expectations, analysis of the discipline, and/or requirements for entry into the next level of education.

2. **Progress variables**: Dimensions of understanding, application, and practice being developed by the learner and tracked over time. These may be core concepts in the discipline or practices central to literary, scientific or mathematical work.

3. **Levels of achievement**: Intermediate steps in the developmental pathway(s) traced by a learning progression. These levels, defined as points along progress variables that mark significant shifts in understanding, reflect levels of knowledge integration or common stages that characterize the development of student thinking. There may be intermediate steps that are noncanonical but are stepping stones to canonical ideas.

4. **Learning performances**: The kinds of tasks that students at a particular level of achievement would be capable of performing. They provide specifications for the development of assessments by which students would demonstrate their knowledge and understanding.

5. **Assessments**: The specific measures used to track student development along the hypothesized progression. Learning progressions include an approach to assessment, as assessments are integral to their development, validation, and use.

Research on cognition and learning has produced a rich set of descriptions of domain-specific learning and performance that can serve to guide assessment design, particularly for certain areas of reading, mathematics, and science (e.g., AAAS, 2001; Bransford et al., 2000; Duschl et al., 2007; Kilpatrick, Swafford & Findell, 2001; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998; Wilson & Bertenthal, 2006). That said, there is much left to do in mapping out learning progressions for multiple areas of the curriculum in ways that can effectively guide the design of instruction and assessment. Nevertheless, a good deal is known about student cognition and learning that can be used right now to guide design of systems of assessments, especially those that attempt to cover the progress of learning within and across grades. The use of learning progression information to guide the design of an assessment serves to structure the claims made about tasks, including their appropriateness for use in an instructional context, thereby contributing information pertinent to arguments about the cognitive, instructional, and inferential aspects of the assessment’s validity. The article in this issue by Bennett et al. (this issue) provides an excellent example of the application of the learning progressions framework as part of the development and validation of the CBAL assessment program (Cognitively Based Assessment of, for, and as Learning).

Assessment Development: Construct-Centered Design

The design of an actual assessment is a challenging endeavor that must be guided by theory and research about cognition in context, as well as practical prescriptions regarding the processes that lead to productive and potentially valid assessments for particular contexts of use. Design is always a complex process that applies theory and research to achieve near-optimal solutions under multiple constraints, some of which are outside the realm of science. Assessment design is influenced in important ways by variables such as its purpose (e.g., to assist learning, to measure individual attainment, or to evaluate a program), the context in which it will be used (e.g., classroom, district or international-comparative), and practical constraints (e.g., resources and time). The tendency in assessment design has been to work from a somewhat “loose” description of what it is that students are supposed to know and be able to do (e.g., standards or a curriculum framework) to the development of tasks or problems for them to answer. For the fractions example discussed earlier, that description might be a general statement that the assessment needs to assess students’ ability to compare fractions of certain types and some constraints as to the types of tasks to use (e.g., multiple choice, short constructed response) and how many of each type, rather than the forms of evidence to be derived from any individual tasks or the overall set of problems. It is then left up to the item writer to generate some candidate items. Given the complexities of the assessment design process, it is unlikely that such a diffuse process can lead to generation of a quality assessment without a great deal of artistry, luck, and trial and error. As a consequence, many assessments are insufficient on a number of dimensions including representation of the construct, content to be covered, and uncertainty about the scope of the inferences that can be drawn from student performance on the various tasks. Assessment design under multiple constraints, as previously described, is unlikely to succeed without explicit attention to the various aspects of cognition, observation, and interpretation within an explicit domain-based context of use and interpretive purpose.

The evidentiary reasoning logic embedded in the assessment triangle is exemplified by the work of two groups of researchers who have generated frameworks for developing assessments: (a) the ECD approach developed by Mislevy and colleagues (see, e.g., Mislevy & Haertel, 2006; Mislevy & Riconscente, 2006) and (b) the construct-modeling approach developed by Wilson and his colleagues (see, e.g., Wilson, 2005; Wilson & Draney, 2004; Wilson & Sloane, 2000). They both use a construct-centered approach to task development, and both closely follow the assessment triangle’s emphasis on the logic of evidentiary reasoning.
Traditional approaches to assessment design tend to focus primarily on surface features of tasks, such as how they are presented to students or the format in which students are asked to respond. In a construct-centered approach, the selection and development of assessment tasks, as well as the scoring rubrics and criteria, and the modes and style of reporting, are guided by the construct to be assessed and the best ways of eliciting evidence about a student’s proficiency with that construct.

In construct-centered approaches, the process of assessment design and development is characterized by the following developmental steps, which are common to both ECD and construct modeling:

- Analyzing the cognitive domain that is the target of an assessment.
- Specifying the constructs to be assessed in language detailed enough to guide task design.
- Identifying the inferences that the assessment should support.
- Laying out the type of evidence needed to support those inferences.
- Designing tasks to collect that evidence and modeling how the evidence can be assembled and used to reach valid conclusions.
- Iterating through the aforementioned stages to refine the elements, especially as new evidence becomes available (Pellegrino et al., 2001).

Figure 2 provides an example of the design logic in the ECD process (e.g., Mislevy & Haertel, 2006; Mislevy & Riconscente, 2006). The figure captures three essential and interacting components of the overall process. As shown in the figure, the process starts by defining as precisely as possible the claims that one wants to be able to make about student knowledge and the ways in which students are supposed to know and understand some particular aspect of a content domain. Examples might include aspects of algebraic thinking, ratio and proportion, force and motion, heat and temperature, and so on. The most critical aspect of defining the claims one wants to make for purposes of assessment is to be as precise as possible about the elements that matter and express these in the form of verbs of cognition, for example, compare, describe, analyze, compute, elaborate, explain, predict, justify, and so on. Claims that use the verbs know or understand are too vague and arbitrary to guide the assessment design process in a consistent manner, because they are open to multiple forms of interpretation.

Claims about students need to be linked to the forms of evidence that would provide support for those claims—the warrants in support of each claim. The evidence statements associated with given sets of claims capture the features of work products or performances that would give substance to the claims. This includes which features need to be present and how they are weighted in any evidentiary scheme, that is, what matters most and what matters least or not at all. For example, if the evidence in support of a claim about a student’s knowledge of the laws of motion is that the student can analyze a physical situation in terms of the forces acting on all the bodies, then the evidence might be drawing a free body diagram with all the forces labeled including their magnitudes and directions.

The precision that comes from elaborating the claims and evidence statements associated with the targeted aspects of a domain of knowledge and skill pays off when one turns to the design of tasks or situations that can provide the requisite evidence and related scoring rubrics. In
Each of the boxes in Table 1 provides a brief description of how that particular type of data might provide evidence with respect to each aspect of validity. However, whether data coming from expert analyses, or any of the other sources, do in fact provide evidence depends on the design of the protocols used for data collection and the methods of data analysis. Data collection activities need to be carefully structured so they elicit evidence relevant to the validity components intended by the assessment designer and/or researcher and so they provide forms of data that can be rigorously analyzed using both qualitative and quantitative methods.

Consider the case of expert analyses of a given set of assessment materials that are designed to help a teacher gauge her students’ mastery of a mathematics topic such the addition of fractions. A group of experts, which might include mathematics educators, curriculum designers, practicing middle school teachers, and learning scientists, could be asked to judge the validity of an assessment that is part of an instructional unit in a mathematics curriculum. The assessment consists of a set of separate problems that vary the type of question asked, as well as the type of response demanded of the students from computing a value to explaining why one fraction is larger or smaller than another fraction. The experts could be asked to make several judgments including (a) the types of knowledge demanded of the student—declarative, procedural, strategic, and/or schematic—and the depth or level of sophistication at which the knowledge is probed; (b) the appropriateness of the activities given the design of the curriculum up to that point in time, including students’ opportunities to develop the various forms of knowledge and understanding demanded by the tasks; (c) the information provided to the teacher as to the conditions of administration, scoring, and interpretation of performance on the tasks, as well as expectations as to the range or variability in student performance—for example, students should be able to correctly answer all the questions versus a more differentiated and diagnostic expectation regarding which items should be easy for all students and those that should be more challenging and why; and (d) the likelihood that the sets of tasks will provide evidence of mastery of relevant knowledge and skills as well as evidence of specific areas of student weakness and/or misunderstandings. These judgments provide evidence related to one or more of the three components of validity described earlier, including the strength of the evidence for one versus another component.

We note that such judgments must be made in the context of the intended interpretive use of the assessment at that point in the curriculum and as part of the teacher’s ongoing instructional practice. Thus, one of the major challenges associated with examining the validity of assessments intended to function close to instruction is that the judgments are tightly coupled to contextual factors related
to a student’s curricular and instructional experiences as well as teacher practice and the intended interpretive use. In fact, evaluation of the instructional validity of an assessment is very much a function of these contextual factors and the degree of coupling between and among the processes of learning, instruction, and assessment at the classroom level. In many respects it is the close coupling among these processes and the existing curriculum that differentiates the intended interpretive uses of classroom assessment from more distal large-scale assessments used by states for monitoring and accountability purposes. The latter are deliberately designed to be “neutral” with respect to curriculum and instruction.

The use of expert judgment should not be construed as some arbitrary and subjective process. Rather, expert judgment is well established in the overall literature on assessment validation, especially with respect to issues of content alignment and construct representation for many large-scale standardized assessments. It is typically done under conditions that involve protocols specifying in detail the judgment criteria to be applied and by multiple persons who have been trained to use the protocol’s criteria. Their degree of agreement and consistency in doing so is systematically evaluated to determine the quality of the resultant evidence.

Consider as a second example from Table 1 the process of collecting validity evidence about an assessment by conducting student interviews or think-aloud protocols, in which a student is presented a set of assessment tasks and asked to talk about his or her thinking and reasoning while solving each task and the student is simultaneously asked to talk about his or her thinking and reasoning while solving each task and the student is simultaneously observed by a researcher. Perhaps the student’s eye movements are also being tracked, and all actions, gestures, and verbalizations during solution are being recorded for subsequent analysis. What a student says and does under such circumstances could provide evidence not only about the cognitive validity of the tasks relative to the intended cognitive constructs (and unintended ones like memory load or comprehension problems) but also about the instructional validity of the assessment in terms of the relative familiarity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection Activity</th>
<th>Cognitive Validity</th>
<th>Instructional Validity</th>
<th>Inferential Validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert analyses</td>
<td>How well the design incorporates cognitively critical forms of knowledge and understanding; ethnic and cultural sensitivity review.</td>
<td>How well the design supports and aligns with instructional needs and uses and promotes teacher understanding.</td>
<td>How well the intended constructs are incorporated within the design; appropriateness of scoring rubrics and inferential models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student cognitive protocol studies</td>
<td>How well does student engagement with assessment activities correspond to design intent; how well do scoring and assessment outcomes reveal actual student thinking and proficiencies; issues regarding linguistic and cultural diversity?</td>
<td>How well do assessment outcomes including test and item scores interact with instructional goals and with other instructional indicators and benchmarks; how well do assessment outcomes support teacher decisions and actions?</td>
<td>How well does actual student engagement with assessment activities support analytic models, including model parameter interpretations, covariance analyses, and relationships to other variables?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher surveys teacher interviews</td>
<td>How well do teacher interpretations of student outcomes align with design intent of assessment activities; what is revealed about student understandings; what responses would be expected?</td>
<td>How well do teachers understand and use the assessments and assessment outcomes; how well are differential decisions and actions supported; what was teachers’ actual use?</td>
<td>Teacher knowledge about and use of score reliabilities, item difficulties, expected student responses and variations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom observations</td>
<td>How sensitive are assessments to opportunities to learn relative to assessment activities; how does actual instruction support measured proficiencies?</td>
<td>How faithfully do teachers use assessments and what use do they make of assessment outcomes?</td>
<td>How sensitive is assessment performance and statistical and psychometric modeling to variability in instruction and conditions of assessment administration, and classroom uses of assessment outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies of item and test performance</td>
<td>How well do item and test performance support underlying cognitive processing demands; how well do assessment outcomes at test and item levels reflect underlying cognition?</td>
<td>How well do assessment outcomes support instructional needs including formative uses, summative monitoring of progress, and connections to external assessments.</td>
<td>How well do model-based analyses support the intended purpose and use of assessments; including scale score and diagnostic profile reliability, model-data fit, dimensionality; differential functioning for linguistic and ethnic groups; predictive validity; alignment with other tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the form of the assessment task given the curriculum materials and instructional practices in use in his or her classroom. Subtleties of student performance could also provide evidence related to inferential properties of the assessment such as scoring rules and procedures. As in the case of data derived from expert judgments, data derived from verbal protocols, eye movements, and/or gestures need to be structured and analyzed using rigorous procedures regarding the scope of the intended inferences and conclusions.

As a third example from Table 1, we can consider the case of collecting small-scale or large-scale samples of student performance on a given set of assessment tasks. Analyses of patterns of student performance could provide evidence relative to claims about the cognitive constructs represented in the assessment, for example, items that purportedly measure the same versus different constructs show evidence of internal structure in line with those claims. Patterns of student performance on individual items and sets of items would provide evidence of the quality of measurement of the tasks and the instrument relative to its intended score interpretation and use, for example, whether the items have appropriate and expected levels of difficulty and discriminating and whether the overall score or specific subscores are reliable. A variety of tools and methods from measurement theory and psychometrics are applicable with respect to the structuring, analysis, and interpretation of these forms of data.

APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL AND EVIDENTIARY FRAMEWORK: EVERYDAY MATHEMATICS

We have used the concepts, principles, and frameworks discussed in the three preceding sections to prospectively and retrospectively consider aspects of the validity of various examples of instructionally relevant assessments. The examples include (a) concept inventories that have increasingly come to be used in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education settings spanning middle school through university instruction (see, e.g., the discussion by Jorion et al., 2015); (b) FACETS-based diagnostic assessments for middle school and high school physical science instruction (see, e.g., Minstrell, 2011, and the discussion by DiBello et al., in press); and (c) assessment materials embedded within K-8 mathematics and science curricula (see, e.g., the discussion by Pellegrino & Goldman, 2007).

In what follows we present aspects of the latter work. In particular, we focus the discussion on analysis of the validity of assessments embedded within EDM, a popular K-6 mathematics curriculum (Bell & Bell, 2007).

Before considering our analysis of EDM, it is important to note that discussions of the design and validity of the assessments included in many popular curriculum materials are rare, and evidence is largely restricted to small-scale studies conducted by the developers of those curricula. The work presented here provides a template for an independent review of curriculum embedded assessments that goes beyond face or content validity. It illustrates the value of delving deeply into all three components of the validity of such assessments as well as some of the complexity of doing so. In the material that follows, we apply the principles of the conceptual and evidence framework presented in the prior sections to examine validity with respect to the particular uses intended for some of the different forms of assessment included in the EDM curriculum by its publishers.

Brief Overview of Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment in EDM

In conducting validity analyses of the assessments embedded within any specific curriculum it is important to understand the structure of the curriculum and examine how the curriculum positions assessment. The EDM curriculum is designed for a relatively rapid instructional pace. At each grade level the EDM curriculum is broken up into a number of instructional units (10–12 for an entire school year). Each instructional unit consists of a number of daily lessons, and each lesson has highly structured daily routines. For example, each lesson is separated into four parts: Getting Started, Part 1: Teaching the Lesson, Part 2: Ongoing Learning and Practice, and Part 3: Differentiation Options. Teachers are encouraged to move on from a topic, even if the students have not yet mastered the topic. In fact, students are not expected to master the topic right away. Mathematical content is repeated across the school year, as topics are revisited across the year in a variety of contexts.

Mathematical content is taught in a repeated fashion, beginning with concrete experiences. Students using EDM are expected to master a variety of mathematics skills and concepts, but not the first time they are encountered. It is a mistake to proceed too quickly from the concrete to the abstract or to isolate concepts and skills from one another or from problem contexts. Students also need to “double back” by revisiting topics, concepts, and skills and then relating them to each other in new and different ways. (Bell et al., 2007, pp. 2–3)

Everyday Math claims to have a balanced approach to assessment, which, as defined by EDM, should (a) emphasize conceptual understanding while building a mastery of basic skills; (b) explore a broad mathematics spectrum, not just basic arithmetic; and (c) be based on how students learn and what they’re interested in while preparing them for their future mathematical needs (Bell et al., 2007, p. 2). Four principles form the foundation of balanced assessment in EDM: Purpose, Context, Evidence, and Content. With
respect to Purpose, assessment serves two main functions within the curriculum: formative and summative. Assessment occurs in three primary Contexts: ongoing, periodic, and external. EDM’s authors suggest that the emphasis on each context should vary from greatest, to moderate, to least, respectively. Evidence about student knowledge states and reasoning capability can be indirectly gathered by “online” observation or by the student’s work product. Each of the aforementioned assessment contexts can yield evidence through online observation or work product. Table 2 shows specific activities in the EDM curriculum and how they are supposed to provide evidence relevant to three contexts of assessment.

Finally, with respect to the Content being assessed, the curriculum outlines the following content strands: Number and Numeration; Operations and Computation; Data and Chance; Measurement and Reference Frames; Geometry; and Patterns, Functions, and Algebra. A set of grade-level goals is separately identified for each of these content strands. Each lesson’s goals, content, and key concepts and skills are outlined at the beginning of that lesson.

As previously noted, EDM emphasizes both formative and summative functions of classroom-based assessments. Formative assessments are typically ongoing and designed to provide teachers with diagnostic information about students’ current knowledge states and capabilities so that they can inform subsequent instruction. Such information is critical to differentiating instruction based on an individual student’s progress. Summative assessments are periodic and give teachers indicators of student progress toward mastery of the grade-level goals. The third function—program evaluation—relates to the third context: External Assessments. External assessment refers to large-scale accountability assessments, designed to reflect state and national achievement standards. In terms of a curriculum like EDM, the external context is relevant given that policymakers and those involved in curriculum adoption decisions would like to know if there is an implied relationship between curriculum-specific assessments and the external accountability assessments.

As is evident from Table 2, EDM provides a plethora of opportunities for assessment, each of which can be evaluated with respect to aspects of cognitive, instructional, and inferential validity drawing on one or more of the five types of data sources (see Table 1). For the research we are drawing on here, we focused on in-depth analyses of a subset of assessment activities listed in Table 2 because they were associated with three content strands centrally important at the third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade levels: Number and Numeration (NN); Operations and Computation (OC); and Patterns, Functions, and Algebra (PFA). This selective focus afforded us the possibility of examining whether evidence for various forms of validity varied across years as well as for different types of assessment activities. Furthermore, while we pursued data collection for each of the five data sources, we expected that the data would be differentially informative for the three components of validity, depending on the nature of the assessment activity as well as the relative challenge of collecting data of a particular type.

**Methods and data sources.** At a very general level we were interested in determining whether validity evidence could be obtained for specific assessments included as part of the overall EDM curriculum design, as well as the extent of that evidence relative to each of the three components of our validity framework. Our methods of data collection and the data sources themselves were guided by

<p>| TABLE 2 |
| Specific Assessment Activities That Support the Different Sources of Evidence and Contexts for Assessment |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context for Assessment</th>
<th>Ongoing Assessment</th>
<th>Periodic Assessment</th>
<th>External Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing instruction notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Progress check oral/slate assessments</td>
<td>Classroom observations by resource teachers or other outside experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing student achievement notes for Mental math and reflexes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mid-year and end-of-year assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Kid watching”</td>
<td></td>
<td>Progress Check written assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing student achievement notes for Journal slips</td>
<td></td>
<td>Student self-assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit slips</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open response prompts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game record sheets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing/reasoning prompts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Product</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing student achievement notes for Journal slips</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mid-year and end-of-year assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit slips</td>
<td></td>
<td>Progress Check written assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game record sheets</td>
<td></td>
<td>Student self-assessments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing/reasoning prompts</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open response prompts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized tests mandated by the school district or the state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the evidence structure outlined in Table 1. For example, we obtained judgments by expert reviewers of the cognitive and instructional properties of the embedded assessments relative to their mappings to curricular learning goals and the mathematics knowledge and skills. This expert group included teachers, curriculum specialists, math educators, and learning scientists. We collected three forms of behavioral data shown in Table 1: Student protocols while they performed an assessment activity, observations of classroom instruction associated with the assessment activities featured in the protocols, and teacher interviews regarding the assessments in EDM and how teachers used them (formatively, summatively, or for differentiating instruction). Student protocols consisted of observing each student when they were doing the assessment activities under instructions to say aloud what they were doing and what they were thinking. This was followed by questions that probed their conceptual understanding of the mathematics concepts tapped by the activity. In addition, students completed further tasks that drew on the same mathematical concepts under assessment task conditions different from the EDM activities. Additional tasks were selected to deepen our understanding of student knowledge and skills required by but not readily observable from the focal activities themselves. Classroom observations were intended to provide us with information about student “opportunities to learn” relative to the targeted assessment activities. The teacher interview data helped us focus on the assessment activities most commonly used in classrooms and informed selection of protocol activities, as well as the sample of assessment activities for the fifth data source: item and test performance from samples of 200 or more students. A subset of the assessment examples that were examined as part of the initial curriculum analysis were selected for large-scale data collection and statistical analysis (see Table 1). The sample of 200+ students at a given grade level was made up of all consented students in participating classrooms for that grade level across multiple years of data collection. All of these students performed each of the selected assessment examples as part of their regular classroom activities, and teachers sent student response data to the research team for scoring and analysis. For present purposes, we illustrate application of the validity analysis framework for one of the most commonly used assessment activities in EDM: unit progress checks.

**Validity Analysis of a Specific Case of Assessment in EDM: Unit Progress Checks**

Unit Progress Checks are one of three periodic assessment activities for which there are written student work products (see Table 2). They are administered at completion of a unit and consist of different response types (e.g., short answer, open response, and reflection). Progress Checks are designed to assess what students understand about mathematics content covered in the current and previous units. The grade-level goals tapped by the Progress Check are listed at the beginning of the lessons that make up the unit. There are two parts to the Written Progress Checks. Part A is designed to assess mastery of the specific unit goals and therefore is supposed to provide summative and diagnostic information on student progress toward the grade-level goals. Part B is intended to be used formatively and incorporates current and prior skills, as well as some content that would be learned in subsequent units. It is intended as a baseline measure for evaluating growth in the subsequent unit. Teachers could use the information gathered from that part of the assessment to plan for instruction to come.

We focus here on Part A only, to illustrate an application of the validity analysis framework. This analysis drew on two of the data sources described in Table 1: expert analyses of the items within each instrument and analyses of student performance on those same items and each instrument as a whole. As noted in Table 1, expert judgments can be used to obtain evidence related to multiple aspects of validity, and in our particular case for EDM, expert judgments were used to provide evidence relevant to instructional validity and cognitive validity. Regarding instructional validity, experts examined the representativeness of the items within a given progress check relative to the knowledge and skills targeted in the instruction for that particular unit. Regarding cognitive validity, experts examined the types and levels of knowledge tapped by the assessment tasks and the degree to which the items vary in depth of knowledge (DoK; e.g., Webb, 2007). The third form of evidence related to inferential aspects of validity is derived from analyses of large samples of student performance on the assessments. These analyses speak to measurement properties of the items and assessments as parts of inferential validity relative to the intended interpretive use.

**Representativeness of instructional goals.** To provide an interpretive framework for understanding the meaning of written progress check performance, the grade-level goals assessed in each written progress checks (assessed goals) were investigated in relation to the grade-level goals targeted in the unit (targeted goals). Targeted grade-level goals for a given unit are detailed in the EDM Key Concepts and Skills table under the Unit Organizer section in the Teacher’s Lesson Guide. The Key Concepts and Skills table is intended to communicate to teachers which important mathematical ideas are covered in each lesson of the unit. A targeted grade-level goal may appear multiple times within a lesson and/or across multiple lessons in the unit.

The assessed grade-level goals in a unit’s progress check were compared to the targeted grade-level goals covered in the corresponding unit. By matching assessed goals to the targeted goals covered in each unit, we are able to address the extent to which written progress checks assess each of
the grade-level goals covered in the corresponding unit—how many goals were assessed, with what level of concentration, and at what level of density, that is, the percentage of the targeted grade-level goals for that unit that were actually assessed. We also examined how grade-level goals assessed in written progress checks compared across units and whether it would be possible for teachers to track student progress on common goals across units. These multiple aspects of the alignment of the assessment content with the instructional goals contribute to an appraisal of the instructional validity of the Progress Checks.

Figure 3 shows where each grade-level goal for Grade 3 is targeted and where it is assessed across all units. The triangles indicate that the corresponding grade-level goal was
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targeted for instruction in the particular unit, and the circles indicate that the grade-level goal was actually assessed by at least one item in that unit. The grade-level goals are identified along the right column of the figure, and the units are identified along the top. Looking vertically across the grade-level goals in each unit, we see that some written progress checks assess grade-level goals that were not targeted in the corresponding units but might be targeted in previous units. For example, in Grade 3 Unit 2, NN, Goal 4 (NN4) is assessed but is not a targeted grade-level goal for this unit. NN4 was both targeted and assessed in the earlier Unit 1. In all cases, if a grade-level goal is assessed in a particular unit in which the grade-level goal was not targeted for instruction, then that grade-level goal had been targeted in an earlier unit. The single exception is the grade-level goal PFA, Goal 2 (PFA2). According to the information in Figure 3, PFA2 was first assessed in the written progress check of Unit 1 but was first targeted for instruction in Unit 2.

As can be seen by scanning down each column in Figure 3, not all of the targeted grade-level goals in a unit were assessed in the written progress check. In Grade 3 Unit 1, for instance, 15 grade-level goals were targeted. Eight of those targeted 15 were not assessed in the Unit 1 progress check written assessment: NN Goals 1, 3 and 6 (NN1, NN3, NN6); OC Goal 5 (OC5); Data and Chance 2 (DC2); Measurement and Reference Frames Goals 1 and 3 (MRF1, MRF3); and Geometry Goal 2 (G2). Figure 4 shows for each unit the total number and percentage of targeted goals for that unit broken into two parts, the targeted goals that were and were not actually measured in the unit written progress check. The bars represent the percentage of targeted goals assessed and not assessed in each unit written progress check. In Grade 3, the proportions of the targeted goals assessed ranged from a minimum of 37.5% for Units 3 and 9 to a maximum 75% for Unit 2. Three of the 11 units assessed 50% or more the targeted goals.

Returning to Figure 3, by looking horizontally across all the units in Grade 3 for each grade-level goal, it can be seen that some grade-level goals that were frequent instructional targets across the units do not appear with the same frequency in the written progress checks. Two examples are as follows: (a) Grade 3, NN3 was targeted in five units but not assessed in any of the unit written progress checks, and (b) G2 was targeted for instruction in nine of the 11 units, and only assessed in Units 6 and 7. In addition, there is limited consistency in the appearance of grade-level goals across the unit progress check assessments. Analyses of the match between targeted and assessed goals in Grades 4 and 5 showed similar patterns of co-occurrence.

The evidence from these and other analyses of the mappings of the assessment items to the grade-level goals of the units lead to three important conclusions about these written assessments. First, the degree of emphasis of assessed grade-level goals typically mismatches the emphasis of corresponding targeted instruction in the associated unit. Perhaps because of pragmatic testing constraints such as maximal acceptable testing time, the written progress checks typically do not measure a high proportion of targeted goals for a given unit, and when a particular unit’s written Progress Check measures a higher proportion of that unit’s targeted goals, it does so by trading off of measurement of more goals with lower adequacy of measurement (more goals = fewer items per goal). Second, based on these analyses we would not expect internal structural analyses of student performance on the written progress checks to be successful. For example, attempts to compare interitem performance correlations relative to grade-level
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goals through either exploratory or confirmatory factor analyses were not successful. The reasons include the fact that there are relatively few items within a given written progress check that measure the particular grade-level goals. This limits the possibilities for written progress checks to provide strong diagnostic information beyond what can be determined by looking at student performance on single items. Third, the curriculum does not provide a coordinated design within and across the written progress checks that would allow teachers to track longitudinal progress on particular grade-level goals across multiple units.

**Depth of knowledge.** As a further part of our validity investigations, we examined the extent to which the written progress checks assess deeper learning in each unit in addition to assessing the unit’s targeted goals.\(^\text{1}\) Whether or not the progress checks imposed varying levels of cognitive demand on students and tapped multiple forms of knowledge was relevant not only to claims about their cognitive validity but also to aspects of their instructional and inferential validity. We mapped assessment items in progress checks to Webb’s (2007) four-level Depth of Knowledge scale. According to Webb (1997, 2007), the DoK levels are designed to portray item content complexity that is related to cognitive processing. The four levels are determined by number of ideas integrated, depth of reasoning required, knowledge transferred to new situations, multiple forms of representation employed, and mental effort sustained. The DoK levels focus on the cognitive demand related to item content, in contrast to psychological aspects of items. That is, the DoK levels are based on a rational content analysis of what cognitive processing an item requires, rather than on an empirical analysis of how students actually approach the problem. In fact, students’ strategies may be more or less complex than what an item requires. In addition, the DoK level of an item is not necessarily associated with the difficulty of an item. For example, an item at the least complex recall level could be very difficult for students. The DoK levels, definitions, and key activities are listed in Table 3 (Webb, 2007). It is worth noting that activities such as describing, explaining, and interpreting are not associated with a particular DoK level. Instead, they could fall in any DoK level depending on item format and requirements about what is to be described, explained, or interpreted.

To determine DoK levels, we used the item descriptions provided in the Everyday Math Curriculum in addition to examining the items directly. The item descriptions identify for teachers and students what the items ask a student to do, such as “fill in a table of equivalent fractions, decimals, and percents,” which is similar to the description of each level’s key activity in the DoK framework. In addition, similarities in the item descriptions of similar items provided an

---

### Table 3

**Definition of and Key Activities at Each DoK Level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoK Level</th>
<th>Webb’s Definition</th>
<th>Key Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Recall and Reproduction</td>
<td>Require students to recall a simple definition, term, fact, or procedure, as well as performing a simple algorithm.</td>
<td>Identify, recall, recognize, use, and measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Skills and Concepts</td>
<td>Require students to make decisions on how to set up or approach a problem or activity to produce a response.</td>
<td>Classifying, estimating, make observations, collecting and displaying data, comparing data, determining congruent figures, and describing nontrivial patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: Strategic Thinking</td>
<td>Require students to engage in planning, reasoning, constructing arguments, making conjectures, and/or providing evidence when producing a response.</td>
<td>Drawing conclusions from observations; citing evidence and developing a logical argument for concepts; and using concepts to solve problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4: Extended Thinking</td>
<td>Require students to engage in complex planning, reasoning, conjecturing, and arguments over an extended period.</td>
<td>Developing and proving conjectures; making connections between a finding and related concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{Note: DoK = depth of knowledge.}\)

---

\(^\text{1}\)There are a variety of frameworks and approaches that can be used to evaluate the cognitive underpinnings of the tasks found on an assessment. One such approach is to have experts evaluate questions with respect to the type of knowledge required to respond to the item—Declarative, Procedural, Schematic and Strategic (e.g., Li, Shavelson, & White, 2002; Ruiz-Primo, 2002; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2002; Shavelson & Ruiz-Primo, 1999). Another is to use a framework such as Bloom’s taxonomy, including more recent versions of that taxonomy (e.g., Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). A third and related framework analyzes the level or depth of knowledge required by assessment tasks (Hess, 2010; Webb, 1997, 2007). Although each of these frameworks and approaches has limitations, individually and collectively they can provide useful information about the cognitive underpinnings of a given assessment and the level of challenge demanded by individual items and the collective set.
opportunity for keeping track of the consistency of the DoK coding. When using the DoK framework for items with subparts, each subpart was coded, and the highest DoK level across the subparts of an item was taken as the item’s DoK level.

As shown in Figure 5 the vast majority of items in the unit progress checks in Grade 3 are DoK Level 1. Only two unit progress checks have 50% or more items at DoK Level 2 or higher. Those two are Units 2 and 4. Most unit progress checks have 40% or fewer items at DoK Level 2 or higher. Only four of the 11 units have any items at DoK Level 3. These four units—7, 8, 9, and 11—with some (but less than 10%) DoK 3 items are closer to the end of the school year.

The content mapping and DoK analyses of the unit written progress checks suggest the following expectations for statistical analyses of the student performance data. First, each progress check consists of sets of items that are relatively heterogeneous with regard to grade-level goals. Second, given the DoK findings and the generally small proportion of targeted skills within a unit that are actually assessed on the progress check, we would expect that students typically should demonstrate high success on most of the items. In the next section we examine the results from statistical and psychometric analyses of student performance on the Grade 3 written progress checks in pursuit of evidence about inferential validity, and in light of the evidence just described.

**Analyses of student performance.** Student performance on progress check written assessments was collected for all 11 units in EDM Grade 3. Table 4 provides a variety of descriptive information about each of the progress check assessments, including the number of tasks per assessment, the number of students whose data were collected and analyzed for each assessment, and three key aspects of student performance on each assessment—mean, standard deviation, and Cronbach’s alpha reliability of the overall score. As indicated in the table, the number of students who provided data varied from unit to unit, and the samples only partially overlapped across units. Consequently, these data should be interpreted as reasonably representative of student performance on a given unit’s assessment. However, comparison of performance across units must acknowledge the varying sample size and student composition from unit to unit.

As shown in Table 4, the progress checks varied in their composition from a low of seven to a high of 17 tasks. Some of the tasks involved multiple subparts or blanks, and for purposes of scoring these parts were scored separately and collapsed to produce a single task score. In general, student performance on the progress checks was quite good,

**TABLE 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>No. of Tasks</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>M Performance</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with several progress checks showing average performance well above 0.7. As implied by the standard deviations of student performance on each unit progress check, the distribution of student scores was generally negatively skewed.

At the level of individual tasks, many of the item $p$ values were greater than 0.8, that is, average task scores across all students were greater than 0.8. Such results are consistent with the DoK analysis reported earlier suggesting that the degree of cognitive challenge was low for the majority of the items found on each progress check. Also shown in Table 4 are the overall reliabilities of the progress checks. The Cronbach’s alpha scores were in the low to moderate range for assessments of this length.

Given the sample sizes we also conducted analyses of performance using item response theory. Rasch analyses were conducted for each progress check, and these generally revealed a weak alignment between estimates of student proficiency and item difficulty levels. Such poor alignment can be seen in the Wright map shown in Figure 6 for the Unit 6 progress check. The Wright map places student proficiencies (shown on the left) and item difficulty parameters (shown on the right) on the same scale. The distribution of estimated student proficiencies is shifted upward on the scale, whereas the distribution of item difficulties is shifted downward on that same scale. In general, the items concentrate at a lower level of challenge than the estimated achievement of the majority of the students. This produces a peaked test information function centered at a low level on the logit scale (see Figure 6, where the peak is near $-2.0$ logits). The IRT results also suggest why the Cronbach’s alpha scores are modest—many items have high average scores across students and therefore demonstrate low discriminability relative to variation in the total score.

**Summary interpretation of the evidence.** Based on the content mapping, DoK analysis, and student performance analyses, the unit progress check written assessments appear to be designed to function more like a criterion-referenced measure at a low level of cognitive challenge. This is consistent with a purpose of indicating whether students pass a minimal threshold rather than differentiating students with respect to overall unit proficiency. In fact, the maximal information for purposes of discriminating levels of student achievement appears to be at relatively low levels of student performance. This is illustrated in Figure 7 for Unit 6, where the test information peaks around scale value near $-2.0$, which is a relatively low proficiency level. Given the depth of knowledge findings and the typically small proportion of targeted skills within a unit actually assessed on the progress check, the criterion level measured by the assessment is something like minimal proficiency for students to be considered as having made adequate progress within each unit.

What, then, do these results imply relative to issues of cognitive, instructional, and inferential validity for an assessment with the purpose of providing ongoing information about student progress toward attaining key curricular and instructional goals in mathematics at a given grade level? If the interpretive use of a progress check is to ascertain whether individual students have mastered relevant cognitive content that had been the focus of instruction in the preceding unit (as well as some content from prior units), then one would have to conclude that the instrument provides weak evidence of level of mastery beyond very basic forms of mathematical knowledge and skill. The level of cognitive challenge of the tasks is not great, the coverage of goals targeted in the unit is low, and the structure of the instrument does not support generation of identifiable and reliable subscores for specific targeted mathematical goals.
curriculum but are offering evidence relative to various aspects of validity with respect to a range of plausible interpretive uses. The evidence we have obtained relative to aspects of cognitive, instructional, and inferential aspects of validity for these assessments also suggests ways in which the instruments might be redesigned to enhance one or more of the possible interpretive uses. For example, because adequate coverage of all the instructional goals of a unit might lead to too long of an assessment for administration in a typical class period, the assessment might be focused instead on a key subset of those goals with appropriate variation in the type of knowledge and DoK tapped by tasks related to those goals to yield student-level diagnostic information on the progress of students in attaining important mathematical knowledge and skills. The mathematical foci of the progress checks might also be varied in a systematic way across the unit progress checks consistent with one or more progress variables of interest.

Any possible redesign, however, requires considerations of multiple constraints impacting the design and use of these assessments. Such constraints include time allocated to test administration, ease of scoring, and interpretation of performance on these assessments, as well as how they are intended to function relative to the various other assessments and procedures that EDM includes as part of its overall curricular, instructional, and assessment design. In particular it is important to remember that the question of how these assessments might be redesigned in order to improve aspects of their validity relative to their intended uses cannot be separated from the necessity to look at design of the instructional features of the curriculum and how they are related to the assessments. By its nature, curriculum-embedded assessment often blurs the line between assessment and instruction. A deep investigation of validity of a curriculum’s embedded assessments is a useful first step for looking at the design intents of the curriculum itself, the sequence of goals and activities, how they are operationalized for teachers and learners, and how assessment can be coordinated with instruction to improve both instructional practice and student learning.

Finally, in focusing on Part A of the written progress checks in EDM, we have provided but one possible example of the process of pursuing validity analyses of assessments embedded in a curriculum. No judgment should be made from this one example about the validity of each of the range of assessment types and tasks found within EDM, or their collective validity. In fact, our research on the validity of assessment in EDM has provided evidence that supports various aspects of the cognitive, instructional, and inferential aspects of validity of different tasks in EDM relative to their intended interpretive uses. Another example of our analyses of EDM assessments intended to monitor progress in
attaining the grade-level curricular goals can be found in our exploration of the midyear and end-of-year assessments. In contrast to some of the inferential validity evidence obtained for the progress checks, these instruments appeared to have more desirable measurement properties, perhaps because they included more items and a broader sampling of the curricular goals. The range of item difficulties better aligned with the range of student performance, perhaps because the instrument was probing retention of knowledge that was less proximal to instruction than had been the case for the unit progress checks. One additional aspect of the validity of these other instruments, which may or may not have been intended by the curriculum developers, was that performance on these assessments tended to correlate reasonably well with performance on the state’s large-scale achievement test for mathematics.

The first dichotomy is between internal classroom assessments administered by teachers and external tests administered by districts, states, or nations. Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson, Hamilton, and Klein (2002) showed that these two very different types of assessments are better understood as two points on a continuum that is defined by their distance from the enactment of specific instructional activities. They defined five discrete points on the continuum of assessment distance: immediate (e.g., observations or artifacts from the enactment of a specific activity), close (e.g., embedded assessments and semiformal quizzes of learning from one or more activities), proximal (e.g., formal classroom exams of learning from a specific curriculum), distal (e.g., criterion-referenced achievement tests such as required by the U.S. No Child Left Behind legislation), and remote (broader outcomes measured over time, including norm-referenced achievement tests and some national and international achievement measures). Different assessments should be understood as different points on this continuum if they are to be effectively aligned with each other and with curriculum and instruction.

A second pervasive dichotomy is the one between formative assessments used to advance learning and summative assessments used to provide evidence of prior learning. Often it is assumed that classroom assessment is synonymous with formative assessment and that large-scale assessment is synonymous with summative assessment. What are now widely understood as different types of assessment practices are more productively understood as different functions of assessment practice, and summative and formative functions can be identified for most assessment activities, regardless of the level on which they function.

Drawing from the work of Lemke (2000), it is apparent that different assessment practices can be understood as operating at different timescales. The timescales for the five levels just defined can be characterized as minutes, days, weeks, months, and years. Timescale is important because the different competencies that various assessments aim to measure (and, therefore, the appropriate timing for being impacted by feedback) are timescale specific. The cycles, or periodicity, of educational processes build from individual utterances in the moment to overall knowledge and competency represented across an individual’s lifespan of educational development. What teachers and students say in class constitute verbal exchanges, these exchanges make up the lesson, a sequence of lessons make up the unit, units form a curriculum, and the curricula form an education. Each of these elements operates on different cycles or timescales: second to second, day to day, month to month, and year to year.

The level at which an assessment is intended to function, which involves varying distance in “space and time” from the enactment of instruction and learning, has implications for how and how well it can fulfill various functions of
assessments, be they formative, summative, or program evaluation (see NRC, 2003). As argued elsewhere (Hickey & Pellegrino, 2005; Pellegrino & Hickey, 2006), it is also the case that the different levels and functions of assessment often have varying degrees of match with theoretical stances about the nature of knowing and learning such as the behaviorist, cognitive, and situative perspectives as discussed by Greeno, Collins, and Resnick (1996). These perspectives are not mutually exclusive, but they emphasize different aspects of knowing and learning with differing implications for what should be assessed and how the assessment process should be transacted (see, e.g., Greeno et al., 1996a; Greeno, Pearson, & Schoenfeld, 1996). Assessment practices at the immediate, proximal, and remote levels prototypically are better aligned with sociocultural, rationalist, and empiricist assumptions, respectively, whereas the close and distal levels are intermediate and align with hybrid sociocultural/rationalist and rationalist/empiricist assumptions, respectively. This assignment of perspectives to levels is based on a shift across levels in the degree of social context and mediation of the assessment activities and in the degree of remoteness or abstraction from the original processes of learning and instruction with respect to the tools, artifacts, discourse structures, and persons involved (see Hickey & Pellegrino, 2005; Pellegrino & Hickey, 2006, for a further explanation of these considerations).

Regardless of the level at which an assessment is intended to function and the framing of the assessment activities in terms of theories and models of learning and knowing, issues of validity remain paramount. We would argue that if assessments are intended to have an “educative” function and to support ongoing processes of teaching and student learning, then the three components of cognitive, instructional, and inferential validity are relevant and applicable to the conduct of a validity analysis, whatever the assessment’s intended purpose and/or level of functioning relative to ongoing processes of teaching and learning. The challenge of course is to first determine what claims are explicit or implicit about the design and use of a given assessment and then determine the forms of evidence that would be relevant to substantiating such claims relative to the intended interpretive use(s).

In this article we have illustrated how such a validity argument might be constructed for one type of instructionally supportive assessment. Despite all the press associated with external assessments in the educational system, the most frequent use of assessment is in the classroom. Teachers rely on a variety of assessment tools and resources as a part of their everyday practice. Yet much of what they use has limited validity evidence at best. Many of those materials come from publishers of curriculum materials and other instructional resources. It is time to apply clear standards of validity evidence to such materials and demand that validity analyses be conducted for such assessment materials. It is critical that educators and the public know whether the materials provided to teachers and students support or undermine effective practices of teaching and learning. In addition, as suggested by the results found here, an incorporation of results from an empirically and theoretically based validity evaluation of curriculum embedded assessments has the capacity to improve the design and development of curriculum assessment activities and the instructional materials and actions they can inform. This may be especially pertinent given significant shifts in the goals for learning such as those signaled by the Common Core Standards in Mathematics and English Language Arts (Common Core Standards in Mathematics and English Language Arts, 2010a, 2010b) and the Framework for K-12 Science Education and the Next Generation Science Standards (Achieve, 2013; NRC, 2012).
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